
WILD

PAYTABLE

Wins are awarded with 5 or more matching symbols as long as they are touching horizontally and/or vertically to form a cluster.
Only highest winner paid per winning combination.
All wins accumulated in a game will be added together to the total win.
WILD is substitute for all symbols.

BASE GAME

Winning symbols will be removed and new symbols cascade down to fill the gaps.
Each cascading win in a game will lead to a section of concealed area on the grid to break off revealing more symbols.
A larger reel area will be played for each cascade win in a game, up to a maximum of six cascades.

FREE GAMES

Six consecutive cascades in a game will trigger 8 FREE GAMES and a wheel spin for an additional feature.
FREE GAMES are always played in full grid of 8 Rows and 8 Columns.
A maximum of six cascades awarded in a single FREE GAME.
During FREE GAMES, the Total Bet remains same as the game that triggered the feature.
When FREE GAMES are activated, one of the following additional features is randomly selected by means of a wheel spin and will be
applied to the FREE GAMES triggered.

1. PERSISTING WILDS

2. INFINITY SPINS

3. WILD RAIN

PERSISTING WILDS

2 PERSISTING WILDS will appear over fixed positions on the reels for each cascade according to the pattern below.
These WILDS are fixed in place for the duration of the FREE GAME and they do not cascade.
After each FREE GAME is complete, the PERSISTING WILDS on the reels will reset.
There can be maximum of 6 cascades and 12 PERSISTING WILDS on the reels per FREE GAME, after which an additional 4 FREE
GAMES are awarded.
An alternate set of reels is used for FREE GAMES with PERSISTING WILDS.

INFINITY SPINS

The game begins with 8 FREE GAMES and a multiplier of 1.
Each winning FREE GAME will award an additional FREE GAME.
The multiplier starts at 1x and increments by 1 after each winning cascade.
The increased multiplier applies to subsequent wins.
Multiplier keeps on increasing throughout the INFINITY SPINS feature.

ROAD TO RICHES™ CLUSTER MAGIC™



This feature can award up to a maximum of 250 FREE GAMES with an unlimited win multiplier.
An alternate set of reels is used for FREE GAMES with INFINITY SPINS.

INFINITY SPINS feature guarantees a win of atleast 10x the total bet.

WILD RAIN

On each FREE GAME between 4-16 WILD symbols are added onto the grid as per one of the patterns shown below.
Six consecutive cascades during FREE GAME will award 4 additional FREE GAMES.
An alternate set of reels is used for FREE GAMES with WILD RAIN.

RE-SPIN

After a FREE GAMES feature has been randomly selected, a one-time option to Re-Spin will be presented in order to get a different feat
for a fee.
The cost for the Re-Spin will be determined by the initial feature awarded.
PERSISTING WILDS – 8X the Total Bet to Re-Spin.
INFINITY SPINS – 5X the Total Bet to Re-Spin.
WILD RAIN – Free Re-Spin.
Re-Spin feature will offer a chance to get a different feature but can not guarantee the same feature is not awarded again.

LEGAL NOTICES

The look and feel of the game and its individual components and displays are trade dress of Scientific Games Corp. and its Subsidiaries. 
TM and ©2020 Scientific Games Corp. and its Subsidiaries. All rights reserved.
The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.
Malfunction voids all plays and pays.
Any game in progress for more than 30 days will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will be refunded.•


